
Annual Report 2019 
Introduction 
This is the Annual Report 2019 of Stichting Symbulon and Symbulon Charitable Trust.


The name „Symbulon” is composed out of the two ancient Greek words συμβάλλομαι 
(symballomai) and συμβούλομαι (symboulomai) which combine „bringing together” and 
„support”. Stichting/Trust Symbulon intends to bring together donors with disadvantaged 
children and support projects committed to that good cause. 


The basic aim is supporting extracurricular activities and initiatives for the purpose of 
improving the lives of disadvantaged children in rural areas of South Africa, focussing on 
initiatives in the field of dance, music and theatre in McGregor and vicinity. 


2019 was a very special year because of the overwhelming enthusiasm, heartwarming 
attention, help and generous donations regarding our initiative.


McGregor is a village in the Western Cape of South-Africa, situated between the 
Langebergen and the Riviersonderendbergen, about 180 kilometer east from Cape Town.  
It is a colorful village with native South-Africans and people from all over the world, about 
3.100 inhabitants (counting 2011). Spoken languages are Afrikaans en English.
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McGregor 

https://www.google.com/search?q=%CF%83%CF%85%CE%BC%CE%B2%CE%BF%CF%8D%CE%BB%CE%BF%CE%BC%CE%B1%CE%B9


McGregor had its origin in 1861 named Lady Grey. In 1905 it 
got its present name after reverend Andrew McGregor. 

It is a pittoreske village, heritage resource, due to the many 
Cape Dutch style houses with their thatched roofs. You can 
hardly find any razor bladed protection fences. McGregor is 
highly attractive for Tourism. Recently in 2016 the village has 
been added by a residential area with ‘low-cost housing’ which 
improved the living conditions of many people.

Unfortunately, as well as other villages and towns in South-
Africa, poverty, unemployment, drugs and alcohol abuse, drug 
related criminality and teenage pregnancies are also in 
McGregor common problems. Housing has been improved, but 
living conditions for many people have been stayed the same. It 
is many children’s home.


How it all began: April 2019 
Both founders live in McGregor since 2013. Little by 
little they integrated in the community, and have been 
impressed by the attitude of helpfulness and charity of 
the majority of inhabitants. They also have been 
confronted with the problematic situation of poverty 
and its impact and consequences, last but not least for 
the children. They also saw the value of several 
initiatives, and the struggle of them to prop up the work 
and finding fundings. 


They decided for an experimental move, by sending up 
a „Proefballon” (trial balloon) to their home country, The 
Netherlands, in order to find out if the establishment of a 
Foundation in the Netherlands for fundraising would work, realising their home country 
has over three hundred thousand foundations; 43.000 with a NPO status. 

Hundreds of letters have been sent to friends and family. The respons was heartwarming, 
and exceeding their wildest expectations. 


In July 2019 the founders travelled to the Netherlands establishing „Stichting Symbulon”, 
started the same in South-Africa, and used the opportunity to network and make more 
friends and sponsors.

This visit to The Netherlands gave a splendid opportunity to look for support in Dancing 
Companies in The Netherlands, which was successful as well.
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Objectives of the Stichting and Trust 
Extracurricular private initiatives give hope on a better future to disadvantaged children of 
McGregor. They remove them from their isolation, improve personal development, 
enhance social skills, a healthy life style, linguistic skills, motivation, concentration, 
eagerness to learn, increasing experiences on several levels, broadening horizons. 


One of the first projects to be supported was First Step Ballet McGregor. It deserves 
financial support, and care for sustainability and continuation is needed. Being depending 
on solely Mary Corpe Silver, founder of the dance school, makes the school vulnerable.


Children’s parents show a great assistance, which needs to be rewarded.


A meeting in McGregor with FSBM Organisation 
The committee of FSBM expressed the need to be informed about our initiative; therefore 
we arranged an extended presentation on all ins and outs of the plans which until then 
only had been communicated with the FSBM Chairperson Mary Corpe Silver.


On 10 September 2019 this presentation took place with the board of FSBM, some 
sponsors and some parents of the children. The support of the parents was heartwarming 


and encouraging. Some critical remarks have been received by members of the board 
regarding the distance to the village. Concerns of the board have been taken away by 
parents of the children, telling that it was primarily their responsibility, and they did not 
see a problem. Neighbouring farmers could be requested to open their roads for the 
(chaperoned) children, which shortens the distance from the houses in the center to the 
Dance Studio considerably.


Approach 
Stichting Symbulon and Symbulon Charitable Trust intend to support existing projects in 
three ways:
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Financially support: by paying for activities and necessities which are directly in the 
benefit of children. Money can never exchange hands, but costs will be paid with valid 
receipts.


Material support: offering clothes, ballet shoes, teaching aids, video recordings, publicity 
and so on.


Immaterially: by facilitating 
contacts with dance companies 
in the Netherlands, networking, 
finding internships for talented 
children, supporting finding 
future teachers.


Expanding existing relationships which 
already have shown huge support like the 
Nationale Opera en Ballet, Introdans, Sally, 
Beats and Bars. Facilitating means giving 
the organisation of FSBM, and/or Mary 
herself the opportunity to follow up.  
Continuity and sustainability is a prime 
concern. One of the dancers of FSBM 
expressed the wish to teach, and started as a trainee in CAPA (Cape Academy of 
Performing Arts). She will have the support of Symbulon once she starts dance classes as 
a teacher.


Formalities 
Stichting Symbulon is established on 24 July 2019, and has a ANBI (similar to: NPO, 
NGO) status. On 8 November the Symbulon Charitable Trust followed, authorised by the 
Master in High Court in Cape Town.


The board will undergo a change. Early 2020 Nelleke Gruijters will be part of the board.


• Drs. J.M.J.M. Graat, president, McGregor South Afrika

• Drs. C.F. van de Velde, treasurer, McGregor South Africa

• Drs. N. Gruijters, secretary, Eindhoven, The Nederlands

• Ockert Jonker LBB, Robertson. South Africa


Board members have power of control and insight in 
finances. Annual financial statements, made up by an 
Accountant, will be presented to the board members for 
approval.


Jan Graat (president) studied medical ethics at Radboud 
University in Nijmegen, later on Psychology, was 

assistant professor at Maastricht University, medical faculty, and was 
running a private practice for Psychotherapy.


Caroline van de Velde (treasurer), originally physiotherapist, later on added 
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with two master degrees in Health Sciences at Maastricht University and acted as 
programm- and project manager in the academic hospital of the Maastricht UMC+.


Nelleke Gruijters (secretary) is General Practitioner. After retiring in July 2020 she will 
contribute to Health Care in South Africa as a volunteer. She takes over the responsibility 
of John Jongen who used to be board member for a very short period.


SWOT  
Strength

• Small transparent organisation, locally operating.

• Enthousiast board members

• Warm and active support in The Netherlands and in South-Africa

• Board members work on location, have knowledge of circumstances.

• Direct financial control and monitoring of money spend in South-Africa

• Financial support by André & Marjorie Rieu

• Their offer of a mini bus for transport from the 

village to the Studio, and for children in remote 
areas


Weakness

• Donors currently limited to a selected network 

of friends and family.


Opportunities

• Number of children increase, thanks to the use 

of a minibus (’plaaswerkers’ children)

• Serving children who do not dance by other 

types of Performing Arts (music, theatre)

• Facilitating new contacts with Music, Dance and Theater Companies.


Threats

• High inflation and unstable exchange rates between Euro and Rand.

• Powerful people show conflicting interests.

• Severe conservatism.

• Dependency on farmers regarding children’s access to the Dance Studio in spe.


Achieved in 2019 
As said, 2019 was a very special year. We achieved a lot. 

Establishing Stichting Symbulon and Symbulon Charitable Trust, and finding serious 
sustainable donors.

The kick-off in August in Maastricht.

A dual website in two languages, periodically newsletters for Friends of Symbulon.

Production of video’s and short films.

Lobbyism and networking.  

Lots of contributions: ballet shoes, dance clothes, t-shits, make-up products, etc.

Extended digital teaching aids for teachers.

Letter of Commendation by Maastricht’s mayor.
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Close relationships to renown Dance 
Companies: Nationale Opera en Ballet in 
Amsterdam, Dance school Beats & Bars, and 
Dansgezelschap Sally in Maastricht, IntroDans in 
Arnhem, Ynkd  and Dansstudio En pointe in 
Kerkrade.

Donated goods: two dance top floors. 

Offered internships for talented children.

The offer of guest teachers, and much more.

Warm attention and support by Debbie Turner, 
CEO of The Cape Town City Ballet (CTCB) en 
Cape Academy of Performing Arts (CAPA).

Prof. Dr. Maria Jansen, Maastricht University: 
very successful project regarding an integrated 
plan of healthy food in combination of several 
physical and social activities, developed in 
disadvantaged neighbourhoods.

Last but not least Symbulon enjoys sympathy 
and support by André en Marjorie Rieu in a 
fruitful partnership and cooperation.


„a Studio for Dance, Music, Theatre?” 


Shortly after the „Proefballon”, mentioned above, in April 2019 the telephone rang: „Hi 
Jan, its André, we saw your Proefballon, the dancing children … if you do the work, I will 
provide money for a new Dance Studio”. We almost fell out of our chairs.

In close cooperation with André Rieu has been intensively looked for a suitable building 
location, which has finally been found on Jan and Caroline’s property in McGregor. 

André Rieu decided to offer a bus to bridge the short distance to the village for the 

smallest children.


2020 is promising.

The dream of a Dance 
Studio might come 
true, of which the 
minibus is already a 
prelude.
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Plans for 2020 
(Financial) assistance for First Step Ballet McGregor:

1. The use of the minibus by FSBM will be guaranteed, and costs for insurance and 

maintenance will be on Symbulon’s account in 2020 as well.

2. The 2020 donation will be ZAR 250,000.— based on an activity plan and budget.

3. Immaterial support.


Public Relations and Communication will be as important as it was in 2019. 

Website, FaceBook Page, Newsletters and networking will get Symbulon’s full attention 
and energy. Search for funding will be expanded in the Netherlands and in South-Africa.

Obtaining permission from SARS for tax deductibility of donations in South Africa.


Support to projects will be effectuated after motivated requests.

Symbulon will look for new initiatives toward children who do not get support from 
projects yet, other forms of dancing, singing, and forms of theatre.


Initial contacts will be further developed toward: 


Zolani Youth Choir in Ashton by Odwa Mvunge. The „Stichting AfricEN”, who is 
supporting, will close in 2020. An initial donation has been done, and Symbulon’s 
video „Behind the Scenes” has been seriously helpful.

Breede Centre, Skills for Life, in McGregor can need support, and develop cultural 
activities, which could be supported (a choir, a music group?)

Worst End Theatre Company in McGregor might have benefit of costumes, offered 
by the Nationale Opera en Ballet, in Amsterdam.

Mother Tongue’s development of theatre activity for young children with puppets.


Words of Thanks 
In The Netherlands:

André & Marjorie Rieu - for their generous contributions regarding bus and Studio.

Dormio Maastricht - for their contribution to facilitate the kick off, of Stichting Symbulon.

Vera Erens &  Bart Keulers - for their dance cloths, ballet shoes and t-shirts. 

Dansschool Beats en Bars - for digital learning material, and offering a dance floor. 

Introdans - for their offering a dance floor top layer, and the providing internships.

Nationale Opera & Ballet - for several generous offers, still not yet fully specified. 

Sally Dance Company - offering internships + guest teachers of the Tilburg High School.

Gemeente Maastricht - for the recommendation letter of the Mayor of Maastricht.

Pune - for their make-up materials.

BNI Bouillon - for their network platform.

Notaris Ernst Loendersloot - for reduced price of the Notarial Deed. 

All donors - for their donations, and efforts to mobilise their network.
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In South Africa:

Ula Rabi, Worcester - for sponsoring 
Toyota Robertson - for sponsoring 
Myrna Robins - For publications on Facebook and in Breederivier Gazette 
Jan Koornneef & Fokelien Wijngaarden - for editing texts, and general critical support 
Philip of 51 Restaurant - for editing English texts.

Sue Wildish - for support and tips regarding marketing.

Louise van Riet, architect - for enthousiast design of a Dance Studio drawings for free.

Conveyancer Ockert Jonker - for the Notarial Deed, for free.

Parents of the kinderen - for knitting puppets as a welcome present for new donors. 

Politie McGregor - for a safe parking of the bus.

And THANKS to the many we did not mention in this survey. 

Financial notes: 
We met sponsors in The Netherlands who have generously donated (about R 150,000.—).

Board members have contributed about R 14,000.—

An enormous contribution (about R 500,000.— ) came from André and Marjorie Rieu to 
purchase a minibus.


For 2020 a contribution by them has been done earmarked for a Dance Studio & Support 
for FSBM, resulting in a donation to FSBM of R 250,000.—.

Their donation for building a Dance Studio is set aside until the building can start, 
hopefully soon after the approval of the Municipality.


Detailed figures have been provided to a registered accountant.


Thank you for reading our Annual Report
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